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Our intention is to share with you each
month upcoming community events, resources
and inspirations, to lift your Spirit and feed your

Soul! We believe that Love is the fabric of reality.
We share this to awaken, expand, and

strengthen this Divine Consciousness in you, in all
of humanity, and our planet.   

Love- Jonathan & Shari
********************************************************

Greetings From Shari-

We are in the midst of the 2020 Lionsgate Portal of
Light, a period of intense energetic downloads that

runs from July 26- August 16th, peaking on 8:8.
I AM sharing an excerpt about the Lionsgate from

fellow LightWorker DeAnne (her full communication
and info on her Lionsgate Transmission can be
found in Resource section of this newsletter). 

"The 2020 Lions Gate promises increased
waves of ascension light and codes of

awakened consciousness streaming onto the
planet through an exceptional alignment of the

Great Central Sun, the star Sirius and directly from
Spirit.

The 2020 Lions Gate is the birth of a new and
undeniably heightened level of dedication to our

ascension process as individual human beings and
also as a global entity. This increased light and

accelerated ascension energy is causing huge life-
altering changes to unfold in one way or another

for just about everyone now.
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Joan of Arc Orgone
EMF Balancer

SPECIAL EVENTS
8/3/20:  Full Moon

8/8/20: Portal Day &
Peak of Lionsgate

Portal!
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When you consciously claim it, you can use this
time period to take a profound leap into deeper

alignment and harmony with the Divine Blueprint
for your soul embodiment. You may direct the

energy to support Divine manifestations of love,
abundance and spiritual growth in your life: to clear
distortion from your field and to profoundly realign

with your Core Divine Light and Truth."

Right now is an auspicious time as the Sirian High
Council of Light and Others are greatly assisting
humanity and all life on this planet. In addition to
connecting with Them I have been working with
other extraordinary energies that are dedicated

to our evolution in the Light. Most recently, I have
been graced by Triple Goddess Hecate, Joan of

Arc, Archangel Zadkiel, Ascended Master Afra, Our
Lady of Guadalupe, and so many more. Their

Presence and generosity of Spirit daily reminds me
 I AM NOT ALONE, YOU ARE NOT ALONE

WE ARE NOT ALONE!!! 

You too can enjoy Their Presence, feel their
support energetically, and allow Their Grace into
your heart by going to my Etsy store to feel them

for yourself! 
Lastly, please remember as Divine Beings we all
have access to GREAT ASSISTANCE. Call upon

your own Guides, Angels, Archangels and Councils
of Light. They are here for you, They want to help,

You are able to
submit prayers to

our prayer circle of
100+ people, as
well as have the

opportunity to pray
for others. To join,

simply email:
drjonathancohen@

gmail.com.

**********************************
 
INSPIRATIONS

Preparation
by Gail Nyoka

We can act as if the
world
of banks,
chemical companies
and multinationals
has already fallen;
As if the tide
of rising waters
has already washed
out
the ports;
the roads
already reclaiming--
green grass rising
through the cracks,
the paths we make,
our own.

We can learn to
harrow and hallow,
to barter, and join
together
for our survival--
Skills known to Isis
singing songs of grief
and awakening
over the decaying
body of Osiris
Making it fit for rebirth.

*********************
RESOURCES:



but you must call Them forth in order for Them to
assist.

May you feel Connected, Loved and Held 
through this powerful time of Transformation,

Shari

**********************************************************
*

For energetic support through this time of
Re-Evolution 

Go to my Etsy store for practical tools:
https://www.etsy.com/shop/SacredArtbyShari?

ref=hdr_shop_menu

********************************************************
Reflections from Jonathan-

One of my White Privilege workshop co-
leaders Craig Herink, a phenomenal

being and leader, has talked about the
healing of racism in our country as a

marathon and not a sprint. My newsletter
entry is an urging to you (if you are

white) to continue to do your work at
looking at your unearned privilege, as
well how you can use that privilege to

heal the painful rifts that we experience
in this culture.

For a very long time I did not look at this
arena that needed healing. It was too
painful and I was in denial. You (if you

are white) may want to close this article
down now and stop reading. That would
make sense, as your unearned privilege
(much of it which has been downloaded
culturally and through our DNA) conflicts

with your self-image and professed
beliefs. I encourage you to keep and

open mind and heart, to take this as an

1. Global Coherence
Day:
 https://unify.activehost
ed.com/index.php?
action=social&chash=
53e3a7161e428b6568
8f14b84d61c610.5830
&s=26e23d71285fb9e
dffc2c224e7fb0fa9

2. White Fragility
(powerful book) 
by Robin DeAngelo
 
3. Love Thy Nature,
(extraordinary film)
by Silvie Rokab
https://uplift.tv/2019/lov
e-thy-nature/?
utm_source=UPLIFT+
TV&utm_campaign=42
60e76476-
EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2
020_07_27_05_51&ut
m_medium=email&ut
m_term=0_932e12aea
9-4260e76476-
116750693

4. DeAnne on
Lionsgate Portal: 
https://mailchi.mp/ed4
1cd7b5673/lions-gate-
new-webcast-living-a-
remarkable-life?
e=f6484b6994



invitation to learn and grow, to expand
your own awareness for your own

healing, and that of our country and
world. 

I have been educating myself by
reading White Fragility by Robin

DiAngelo. I invite you to read this book
as well and then write to me, tell me

what you are thinking and feeling, and I
will supply you with another resource

with which to grow.

Jonathan
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